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U7s

Session 9: Striking & Shooting

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Movement with ball
-Passing while moving
-Techniques

Activity 1

MOVING GOAL (10-15min)
Coaches or coach and
player hold a penny
between them and form a
goal. Players pass the ball
through the goal. After a
few goals player and coach
move to another position
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Activity 3

AROUND THE WORLD
(15-20min)
Put 4 cones around the field
and give them a country
name. Players start in the
middle each with a ball.
Coach calls out a country.
Kids dribble around that
country and then shoot the
ball in the Pugg goals that
are in the center.

Progression:
-Play in pairs
-Only certain parts of foot can be
used

-Accuracy. This comes with proper
technique
-Decision making
-Calling for ball when open

Activity 2

PASS THROUGH: (10-15min)
Put cones or balls randomly
within the grid. All kids
outside of grid. 1 ball for
about every 3 kids. Kids
pass ball to one of the other
sides. Ball can't hit cones or
other balls being played.

Objectives
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Final Game

5v5
(20-25min)

Progression
-Add more balls
-After a pass have the kids run and
touch a corner cone or a cone in
the middle (teaching them to move
after the pass and not just stand
and watch)

Key Coaching Points
-Have head up so you can prepare
to pass
-Lock ankle, non-kicking foot at
target, strike ball at or just above
center
-Ball needs to stay close so you can
pass quickly
Discovery Questions
-What did you need to think about
when dribbling?

-When to call and when not to call
for the ball
-Timing of pass
-Choice of who to pass to
Discovery Question:
-When did you make a pass? What
did you need to decide?
-What did you do after making a
pass?

-Shooting moving ball
-Appropriate power on shot
-Dribbling and shooting technique
-Shot timing

-Technique: Head down, hit ball
above center
-Follow ball after shot
-Need space (only a little) for shot

Progression
-Limit number of touches after
going around the cone
-Have them go around more than
one cone
-Add cones
-Say "Everyone wearing black go
around X and everyone wearing
red go around Y."

Discovery Question:
-What did you have to do before
you could shoot?
-Why do we run after the ball after
shooting it?

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
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COACHING REMINDER:
When kids have questions
encourage them to ask teammates
for answers (especially if you have
said it a couple times).
HOMEWORK:
Have kids dribble around an object
in the yard. Go to a different
object each time. 20 times.
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